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Genuine competition in the UK & French markets versus friendly big-

telco competition in Germany 

Rewheel flash report – December 2013 

 

Inefficient operators that cannot make a healthy return on €20 mass market 10GByte all-you-can-eat minute & 

SMS smartphone tariffs will soon become telco road kills in Europe’s competitive markets. 

Triggered by Iliad’s December 2013 announcement to offer 20GB of 4G for €20 in this flash report we present the 

latest price points for smartphone connectivity in the French, UK and German mobile markets. 

Two digital Europes 

A seismic wave of change took off in 2013 across the European Unions’ telecommunications markets. The formation 

of two distinct digital Europes is on its way: on one side there are progressive European digital economies with 

genuinely competitive smartphone connectivity markets like the UK and France – mobile connectivity affordability 

will be paramount for the success of the continent’s digital economy and its future – and on the other side there are 

protected oligopolies like the EU’s largest economy, Germany, where competition can be described at best as friendly. 

Almunia’s decision will set the scene of Europe’s digital success or failure 

Competition Commissioner Joaquin Almunia’s decision to approve or block the proposed acquisition of E-Plus by 

Telefonica
1
 will not only determine the fate of Germany’s anaemic digital economy but more importantly will set the 

scene for Europe’s digital success or failure for decades to come. Failure to safeguard genuine competition in 

Germany – by dictating the mandatory presence of at least one independent and willing mobile competitor – will 

adversely impact Europe’s digital future.  

Exhibit 1: Genuine competition in the UK & French markets versus friendly big-telco competition in Germany 

 

Source: Rewheel premium report “Price benchmark of smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes & SMSs in EU28, US, Switzerland and Norway”, Updated 

                                                                        

1 http://www.europeanvoice.com/article/imported/telecoms-firms-wary-of-commission-s-hard-line-on-mergers-/79047.aspx# 
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Rewheel’s research
2
 suggests that in many progressive competitive European markets independent challenger 

mobile operators like 3 UK and Iliad’s Free Mobile are selling SIM-only mass market smartphone tariffs with 

unlimited minutes, SMSs and accommodative data allowances (>10 GB) below or close to €20. Inefficient operators 

and voice-era incumbents that could not be profitable at such price level will soon become telco road kills. Our 

findings have been independently confirmed by Ofcom on their latest international communication market report
3
. 

Mobile connectivity: a social-economic equalizer, or, divider? 

Digital Agenda Commissioner Neelie Kroes in January 2013 set in motion a plan to overhaul the European telecom 

markets with a goal to achieve a digital Connected Continent. The shockwaves unleashed by Commissioner Kroes’ 

controversial pro-consolidation plan will turn into a tsunami if Commissioner Almunia was to approve the German 

merger by accepting Austrian-like toothless MVNO-centric remedies.
4
 Will in the end, Europe’s digital economy be 

fuelled with competitively priced, high capacity 4G and 5G broadband access affordable to all EU citizens and 

businesses, serving as an economic and social equalizer within and between Member States? Or will the integrated 

fixed-mobile incumbents succeed in convincing the European watchdogs to turn a blind eye on in-market 

consolidations so they could seal the broadband market. If they do succeed, to the detriment of consumers and of the 

wider digital economy, 4G and 5G prices will be kept artificially high and could only be afforded by the very few.
5
  

Exhibit 2: Genuine competition in the UK & French markets versus friendly big-telco competition in Germany 

 

Source: Rewheel premium report “Price benchmark of smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes & SMSs in EU28, US, Switzerland and Norway”, Updated 

 

                                                                        

2 http://www.rewheel.fi/insights_17.php 

3 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr13/icmr/ICMR_2013_final.pdf 

4 http://www.rewheel.fi/insights_20.php 

5 The rich get richer the poor get poorer http://telecomtv.com/comspace_newsDetail.aspx?n=50649&id=e9381817-0593-417a-

8639-c4c53e2a2a10 
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5G: sounds fancy but will big telcos be commercially incentivised to drive it? 

If not challenged by hungry mobile operators (existing and new entrants), will incumbent telco groups, with vested 

interests in protecting their fixed-line businesses6, have any commercial incentives to drive 4G and 5G innovation and 

uptake? Without mandatory spectrum utilization targets they will invest modestly to meet the rollout 4G & 5G 

coverage license obligations while keeping the tap shut and the prices high in order to protect their fixed-line 

broadband revenues. 

Exhibit 3: What will make mobile operators in Germany to drive 5G uptake? 

 

Source: Free Rewheel flash report, In-depth analysis of Germany in-market MNO consolidation http://rewheel.fi/insights_20.php 

Friendly competition in Germany 

Germany’s old 900 MHz and 1800 MHz radio spectrum concessions are expiring in 2016
7
 and according to press 

articles the four incumbent operators forecast no excess demand for spectrum capacities in these bands. Rewheel 

was really surprised on this position for two reasons.  

Firstly, simply because based on the skyrocketing mobile data consumption evidenced in many other member states 

it seems highly unlikely that in Germany no excess spectrum demand will arise in the next 15 to 20 years. Unless of 

course, as suspected by the German Federal Cartel office and reported by Der Spiegel
8
, if operators reached some sort 

of an understanding to avoid the expensive auction. In the absence of such alleged understanding, operators in other 

EU markets bid competitively (UK, Ireland, Switzerland) and in some cases aggressively (Netherlands, Austria) to 

secure as much spectrum as economically possible so they can respond to a capacity war launched by the smallest 

operator in the market (e.g. 3 UK unlimited smartphone data tariffs). 

Secondly, because back in 2011, E-Plus used to heavily lobby to secure incremental sub 1 GHz spectrum holdings and 

now suddenly, after an apparent strategic U-Turn, is arguing that the status quo concerning mobile telecoms 

frequency licences should be maintained at least until 2020. 

                                                                        

6 E.g. ETNO members in 2012 had more revenue from fixed-line than from mobile businesses 

http://www.etno.eu/datas/publications/economic-reports/ETNO_Financial_Report_2013_Def-Lands.pdf  

7 http://www.telecompaper.com/news/e-plus-opposes-any-frequency-2016-auction--941580 

8 http://www.telecompaper.com/news/german-watchdog-probes-mobile-firms-over-frequencies-info--941585 
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One thing is clear: for reasons that defy economic & business logic none of the four mobile operators that are 

currently present in Germany see business justification for the next 15 years or so to substantially increase the share 

of their own spectrum holdings. 
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Disclaimer 

The comparative analysis carried out by Rewheel Ltd. during the third and fourth quarter of 2013, solely on its own 

initiative, does not constitute an investment, legal or tax advice and is not intended in any way to give any direct or 

indirect recommendations regarding current or future stock transactions that any party might undertake after 

reading this report. Rewheel Ltd. and/or its affiliates, and their respective officers, directors and employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from their use of this report or its content. 

The authors of the report make no buy, sell or hold recommendations regarding the stock of the companies covered 

in this report. Rewheel Ltd. is not a certified financial advisory and is not currently regulated by any financial 

investment authority.  

This report does not make, imply or suggest direct or indirect claims of unlawful anti-competitive actions undertaken 

from any of the mobile network operators or operator groups covered herein. The non-competitive practices that our 

analyses exposed are based solely on our views on what market behaviors promote rather than demote competition. 

The term non-competitive practices shall not be associated, interpreted or confused with unlawful anti-competitive 

actions under national and European competition law.  

The data used in this comparative analysis are based solely on public information posted on mobile network operator 

websites. We believe the tariff information posted on mobile network operator web sites to be reliable but no 

representation is made by us that the row data used are complete, accurate, fully representative, fully fit for purpose, 

or were up to date at the time of collection. The data collection team made subjective judgments when translating, 

interpreting and screening for tariff interdependencies in the mobile network operator web sites. Such subjective 

interpretations and judgments of tariff conditions, Google translations and of our qualification rules were the sole 

discretion of the data collection team and of the report authors. Rewheel Ltd. accepts no liability for omissions, errors 

or simply for not being able to discover on the mobile network operator website a tariff with lower price that met the 

qualification criteria. We welcome feedback and suggestions from mobile network operators for existing or newly 

launched tariffs that meet our qualification criteria and which were not considered in our analysis. The findings, 

conclusions and correlations that the authors of this comparative analysis have reached are solely attributable to 

their subjective interpretations of Google translations, tariff conditions, qualification rule interpretations and mobile 

network operator classification & clustering rules.    
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About Rewheel 

Rewheel is an independent strategic advisory specializing in data-centric transformation of mobile operators and 

markets.  

We are headquartered in Helsinki, Finland and our main operating footprint is Europe. 

Since 2009 we have advised over 10 European mobile operators, including independent challengers as well as Tier-1 

OpCos, regulators, competition authorities, a number of private equity and institutional investors and various mobile-

data centric start-ups. 

Since the onset of the mobile broadband centric 900, 1800 and 2100 MHz license renewal avalanche in 2011 in 

Europe we have been providing strategy, spectrum valuation and auction theory advice (together with our world 

class CCA/SMRA auction theorist partners) to five European spectrum authorisation processes (operator or regulator 

side depending on country), including new entrants and acquisitions as well as license renewals in multi-band 

(typically 800, 900, 1800, 2100 and 2600 MHz) auctions. 

Our advisors’ knowledge, experience and insights cover all important aspects of successful progressive data-centric 

mobile operator business models. Our typical advisory engagements are: 

 Mobile-data centric operator business planning end-to-end 

 Mobile data pricing strategies 

 3G/LTE mobile infrastructure development strategy and investment planning 

 3G/LTE mobile infrastructure procurement strategy, network infrastructure cost structure competitiveness 

benchmarking and optimisation (Rewheel is truly network vendor independent) 

 Spectrum acquisition strategy and NPV valuation 

 Industry expert advisory to policy makers, regulators and competition authorities 

Contact information 

For further information regarding this report or Rewheel please e-mail rewheel@rewheel.fi or call Rewheel’s 

managing partner, co-author of this flash report, Antonios Drossos at +358 44 203 2339. 


